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AESL's INTRODUCTION
As the sun goes down on 2020 we look forward to what the future has in store, not
only as a Unit but in society as well. Scouting is, at its core, part of the community

and looking beyond the impact that the Coronavirus has had on our programme, trips
and expeditions I am extremely proud of some of the initiatives we have seen from

Wild Wolf Explorers. 
 

From a kerb side swap shop, substantial food bank donation and even assisting with
transport provisions to help community members attend the vaccination centres, all
of the Units members have stepped up when needed most. Aside from the outward
offerings of generosity Wild Wolf Explorers have supported each other, their families

and friends throughout these unprecedented times and I have no doubt they will
continue to pull together as we enter this new period of lockdown. 

 
Reflecting on some of the positives of the year, despite the disrupted face to face

programme we were able to salvage some action-packed weekly training meetings
and a number of extra kayaking and hiking sessions in COVID secure groups. I want
to pay tribute to the leaders, SPL’s and PL’s who facilitated these extra sessions and

went above and beyond to make them possible.  
 

I also want to acknowledge the tremendous effort that has been made by so many of
the Explorers to continue with their DofE awards, many of whom were required to

change their activity programme. This is testament to the resilience and commitment
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that Wild Wolf Explorers have and it makes me immensely proud to sign off so many
certificates of achievement for those completing their award, with the exception of the

Expedition element.  
 

With so much uncertainty still surrounding face to face activities at the moment I can’t
make the promise of an Easter or Summer camp, but as soon as we are able to in
line with all of the rules and regulations we will be back out doing what Wild Wolf

does best. Zoom continues to dominate our weekly training nights for the time being
and it is great to see so many faces every single week. The PL’s had the added

challenge of not only planning the F2F weekly programme for this Spring term, but
also arranging an online programme for this very reason. Thank you… thank you…

thank you! 
 

All that leaves me to say is; Look after friends, look after families and look after
yourselves. Make the most of every single day and keep living life to the full. 

 
Take Care, 

Phil – Assistant Explorer Scout Leader

River Lea
Weekend Kayaking

Despite the limitations of Scouting
during a pandemic, the Unit have
managed to run 3 weekend kayaking
sessions this term! The sessions
catered to all ages and abilities;
attendees braved the winter cold and
enjoyed paddling along the River
Lea whilst building their kayaking
skills! Some Explorers even had their
first ever go in a kayak!
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Girls' Hike
In October a group of Explorers took on a relaxed, confidence-building girls’ hike led

by our Leader, Annie, out in Little Kimble. It was a chance to touch up on map
reading skills, practice taking bearings and be out enjoying a beautiful area of the

Chilterns whilst possible.

Fireworks Fundraising
We would like to say a massive thank you to those of you who were able to
give to our Fireworks Funding Appeal this term. Fireworks is a crucial event for
the Unit but with thanks to your generosity we can now continue to provide a
fair and varied programme for all WWESU Explorers. 

Face to Face Scouting
After the extended summer break, we were able to have a few weeks back to face to
face Scouting. We safely took advantage of being back at Scout Park with a variety
of different activities on rotation for our Patrols to take part in every week. 
 
These included rifle shooting, archery, pioneering, climbing on Scout Park’s climbing
wall, shelter building using tarps and often ending the evenings eating marshmallows
and drinking hot chocolate by fires built by Explorers. On our final week of term we
made Bannock Bread and mulled apple juice before playing some socially distanced
games to end the year together.
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Food Bank

December is routinely the busiest
month for food banks across the
country - combined with 2020 being
such a busy year so far, this winter
was looking particularly challenging.
One of our Explorers, Antoine, took it
upon himself to organise a fantastic
collection of supplies and parcels for
the local food bank.

Dan the Vaccine Man!
When the NHS requested community volunteers to assist with bringing
vulnerable people to COVID-19 vaccine sites, Dan, one of our Leaders,
volunteered his time and car to help ferry people who were unable to
make their own way there. Dan said: “It was a privilege to assist the
community that had given me so much. All across Haringey, people are
stepping up in order to provide further support to our NHS.” The sheer
volume of community effort meant that there was a large fleet of
volunteers and ample transport available. Read the blog post about this
HERE.
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Leavers
Every term sees a few inevitable
departures from the Unit but it’s not
often that we lose as many as five
Explorers! Gabriel, Freddie, Ben, Will
and Malachi have all been in the Unit
for a number of years, and many of
them were Patrol Leaders and Team
members too. Good luck to them all
at University and in Scouting!
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Connect with us! See more of what we do through our social media and blog:

Facebook Twitter Instagram Website Email YouTube

Share this email Tweet this email Forward this email

Copyright © 2021 Wild Wolf ESU, All rights reserved. 
 

Our mailing address is: 
contact@wildwolfesu.org 

 
Feel free to contact us with any questions, feedback, inquiries, suggestions, compliments etc. 

 
Want to change how you receive these emails?

You can update your preferences or unsubscribe from this list
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